
 

Lerwick Guizing  

 

Guizing.—The Christmas season, which has always been held with more than ordinary merriment 

in Scandinavia, is still kept in the good old Norse fashion by the Lerwegians. With the outset of 

winter, the ingenuous youths of Lerwick commence preparation for Yule, taking care to observe 

the strictest secrecy. On Christmas Eve, the 4th January, — for the old style is still observed— 

the children go a guizing, that is to say, disguising themselves in the most fantastic and gaudy 

costumes, they parade the streets, and infest the houses and shops, begging for the wherewithal 

to carry on their Christmas amusements. One o'clock on Yule morning having struck, the young 

men turn out in large numbers, dressed in the coarsest of garments, and, at the double-quick 

march, drag huge tar barrels through the town, shouting and cheering as they go, or blowing loud 

blasts with their " louder horns." The tar barrel simply consists of several - say from four to eight 

— tubs filled with tar and chips, placed on a platform of wood. It is dragged by means of a chain, 

to which scores of jubilant youths readily yoke themselves. They have recently been described 

by the burgh officer of Lerwick as "fiery chariots, the effect of which is truly grand and terrific." 

In a Christmas morning the dark streets of Lerwick are gener- ally lighted up by the bright glare, 

and its atmosphere blackened by the dense smoke, of six or eight tar barrels in succession. On 

the appearance of daybreak, at six a.m., the morning revellers put off their coarse garments — well 

begrimed by this time — and in turn become guizards. They assume every imaginable form of 

Costume — those of soldiers, sailors, Highlanders, Spanish Chevaliers, &c. Thus disguised, 

they either go in pairs, as man and wife, or in larger groups, and proceed to call on their friends, to 

wish them the compliments of the season. Formerly, these adolescent guizards used to seat 

themselves in crates, and accompanied by fiddlers, were dragged through the town. The crate, 

however, has for some years fallen into disuse. After the revels of the morning, they generally 

grow pretty lanquid ere evening arrives. Old New Year's Day (12th January), is kept similarly to 

Christmas, but the rejoicing it calls forth are usually on a smaller scale. 

 

Taken from Examples of printed folk-lore concerning the Orkney & Shetland islands by 

George Fraser Black. 
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